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Abstract

Citation context analysis (CCA) is an important001
task in natural language processing that stud-002
ies how and why scholars discuss each others’003
work. Despite decades of study, computational004
methods for CCA have largely relied on overly-005
simplistic assumptions of how authors cite,006
which ignore several important phenomena.007
For instance, scholarly papers often contain008
rich discussions of cited work that span multi-009
ple sentences and express multiple intents con-010
currently. Yet, recent work in CCA is often ap-011
proached as a single-sentence, single-label clas-012
sification task, and thus many datasets used to013
develop modern computational approaches fail014
to capture this interesting discourse. To address015
this research gap, we highlight three understud-016
ied phenomena for CCA and release MULTI-017
CITE, a new dataset of 12.6K citation contexts018
from 1.2K computational linguistics papers that019
fully models these phenomena. Not only is it020
the largest collection of expert-annotated ci-021
tation contexts to-date, MULTICITE contains022
multi-sentence, multi-label citation contexts an-023
notated throughout entire full paper texts. We024
demonstrate how MULTICITE can enable the025
development of new computational methods026
on three important CCA tasks. We release our027
code and dataset at placeholder.028

1 Introduction029

Citations connect the current paper to the broader030

discourse of science (e.g., Garfield, 1955; Sid-031

dharthan and Teufel, 2007), help signal future im-032

pact and uses (e.g., McKeown et al., 2016), and, in033

downstream applications, can aid in summarizing034

a work’s contributions (e.g., Qazvinian and Radev,035

2008; Cohan and Goharian, 2015; Lauscher et al.,036

2017). The study of the role and purpose of cita-037

tions, known as citation context analysis (CCA038

Swales, 1986), has uncovered traces of how ideas039

have influenced a field, collaboration and competi-040

tion among peers, and trends in scientific fields.041

Computational approaches to CCA have largely 042

focused on classifying the intent or purpose of a 043

particular citation. With the advent of deep neu- 044

ral models, recent CCA research efforts have fo- 045

cused on increasing the size of the published re- 046

sources (Cohan et al., 2019; Tuarob et al., 2019; 047

Pride and Knoth, 2020). However, larger data sets 048

have come at the expense of oversimplifying the 049

rich discourse patterns surrounding citations, espe- 050

cially as complexity of annotation is often traded 051

for large-scale data collection. The aforementioned 052

recent large-scale resources, for instance, have ap- 053

proached CCA as a single-sentence, single-label 054

classification task, overlooking the richness and 055

nuance with which citations are used in discourse. 056

Contributions. In this work, we aim to fuel and 057

inspire research into new or understudied tasks in 058

CCA and their respective computational methods 059

motivated by complex phenomena in scholarly ci- 060

tations. Our contributions are three-fold. 061

1) First, we identify three phenomena of cita- 062

tion behavior in scholarly literature that remain 063

understudied by prior work in CCA (§2). We then 064

propose future CCA research also consider efforts 065

into three tasks well-motivated by these phenom- 066

ena: (§5) multi-label classification given a variable- 067

length citation context, (§6) context identification 068

given a citation, and (§7) evidence-based assess- 069

ment of citing-cited paper relationships. 070

2) Second, to support these tasks and other 071

new forms of CCA research, we introduce a 072

novel resource (§4), the Multi-Sentence Multi- 073

Label Multi-Mention Citation (MULTICITE) cor- 074

pus, an expert-annotated collection of 1.2K full- 075

text English-language publications from computa- 076

tional linguistics with 12.6K labeled citation con- 077

texts. MULTICITE substantially opens up new op- 078

portunities in CCA by being the only dataset which 079

captures all three understudied phenomena and is 080

large enough to support development of modern 081

computational methods, i.e., deep neural models. 082
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3) Finally, we lay the groundwork for future083

CCA research by demonstrating how one can use084

our new resource to develop modern computational085

methods to tackle each of the proposed tasks. Our086

experiments establish baselines against which fu-087

ture work can compare.088

2 Understudied Phenomena in CCA089

Using examples, we highlight and motivate three090

understudied phenomena in CCA, showing that091

each reflects natural ways in which authors cite.092

Multi-sentence contexts. While a citation appears093

in a particular sentence, its discussion may span094

that sentence and beyond. For example, consider095

the sentence:096

“Gliozzo et al., (2005) succeeded eliminating this require-
ment by using the category name alone as the initial
keyword, yet obtaining superior performance within the
keyword-based approach.”

097

This sentence alone provides background informa-098

tion about a previous approach and consequently,099

one could describe its function as Background from100

that text. However, the subsequent sentence contin-101

ues the discussion of the citation:102

“The goal of our research is to further improve the scheme
of text categorization from category name, which was
hardly explored in prior work.”

103

Only by including this sentence can we identify104

the underlying intent of the authors: the cited pub-105

lication is used as Motivation for the presented106

research. Through our annotation process (§4) we107

find that 17.1% of citation contexts involve multiple108

sentences. Thus, we argue that correctly modeling109

the precise scope of a citation – that is, its associ-110

ated context – is necessary for understanding the111

discourse role it plays in the citing paper.112

Multiple interpretations of function. A single ci-113

tation may have multiple concurrent interpretations114

for its function. Rather than just being ambigu-115

ous, these multiple interpretations can stem from116

extended discussion of how the citing paper relates117

to the cited paper. Consider the sentence:118

“In our experiments we use the same definition of struc-
tural locality as was proposed for the ISBN dependency
parser in (Titov and Henderson, 2007b).”

119

This sentence can be labeled as Similarities. How-120

ever, another possibility is to label this sentence as121

Uses, as the authors are adopting a definition of the122

cited work. Further, a citation can exhibit multi-123

ple interpretations through partially overlapping or124

entirely different contexts:125

“Results Table 1 compares the published BERT BASE re-
sults from Devlin et al. (2019) to our reimplementation
with either static or dynamic masking. We find that our
reimplementation with static masking performs similar
to the original BERT model, and dynamic masking is
comparable or slightly better than static masking.”

126

Here, the published results from the well-known 127

BERT paper are a research artefact that is Used as 128

a baseline (sentence 1). Then, the authors compare 129

their reimplementation as well as their extension 130

to these results (sentence 2), resulting in expressed 131

Similarities as well as Differences. Through our 132

annotation process (§4) we find that 19.3% of cita- 133

tions have multiple interpretations. These multiple 134

concurrent interpretations partially explain the ex- 135

istence of citation contexts that extend beyond the 136

sentence boundary, and consequently are necessary 137

to fully model how a particular citation contributes 138

to the scientific discourse within a paper. 139

Multiple mentions densely throughout paper. A 140

single reference may be cited (or mentioned) multi- 141

ple times throughout a paper, potentially with each 142

citation’s occurrence serving a different function(s) 143

depending on what the citing author is trying to 144

communicate. Modeling these different citation 145

mentions is critical to understanding all the ways a 146

single reference paper may influence another. For 147

instance, in §4, our paper Extends the citation la- 148

beling scheme of Jurgens et al. (2018) and then 149

reports Similarities in dataset patterns in a separate 150

mention. Through our annotation process in §4, we 151

find referenced papers can be mentioned through- 152

out a citing paper on average 9.1 times, yielding 153

an average of 3.8 distinct interpretations over the 154

course of a citing paper. Recognizing all the myriad 155

functions a single reference can play throughout 156

a citing paper is key to fully understanding the 157

complex relationship between papers. 158

3 Related Work 159

The importance and role of citations in understand- 160

ing scholarly work has been recognized across 161

multiple disciplines, from sociology (e.g., Garfield 162

et al., 1964, 1970) to computer science (e.g., McK- 163

eown et al., 2016; Yasunaga et al., 2019). Prior 164

work in CCA has largely focused on classifying 165

interpretations of a citation along varying dimen- 166

sions, such as function (e.g., Teufel et al., 2006), 167

sentiment (e.g., Athar, 2011; Jha et al., 2016), or 168

relative importance to a paper (Valenzuela et al., 169

2015). However, these works have frequently sim- 170

plified their analyses in pursuit of classification, 171

overlooking the important phenomena in §2. 172
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Author/ Year Concept† Size Context? Multi-label? Dense sampling?

Pride and Knoth (2020) Purpose & Influence 11,233 Single sentence ✗ ✗
Cohan et al. (2019) Intent 11,020 Single sentence ✗ ✗
Ravi et al. (2018) Sentiment 8,925 Single sentence ✗ ✗
Tuarob et al. (2019) Algorithm’s Function 8,796 3 sentences ✗ ✗
Athar (2011) Sentiment 8,736 Single sentence ✗ ✗
Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) Purpose & Polarity 3,271 Variable within ±4 sent ✗ ✗
Teufel et al. (2006) Function 2,829 Surrounding paragraph ✗ ✗
Jochim and Schütze (2012) Citation Facets 2,008 Did not annotate contexts ✗ ✗
Jurgens et al. (2018) Function 1,969 Surrounding 300 chars ✗ ✗
Athar and Teufel (2012) Sentiment 1,741 Variable up to 4 sents 1 label/sent. ✗

MULTICITE (this work) Function 12,653 Variable, per-label ✓ ✓

Table 1: Existing CCA datasets compared to this work along three dimensions: (1) How they define citation
Contexts, (2) Whether they handle Multiple Labels per citation, and (3) Whether they employed a Sampling
strategy to obtain Dense citations of a reference throughout the citing paper.

We describe prior computational work on CCA173

with respect to the three phenomena pursued here.174

Table 1 overviews their corresponding published re-175

sources1 and shows the variation in which datasets176

support different lines of citation inquiry.177

Mostly single-sentence or fixed-width contexts.178

While social scientists studying citations have ac-179

knowledged the broader context needed to un-180

derstand citations (Swales, 1986), computational181

work has largely treated the citing sentence as182

the only context needed for CCA methods (e.g.,183

Athar, 2011; Dong and Schäfer, 2011). In particu-184

lar, while annotators in many works had access to185

larger context, the resulting resources still labeled186

only a single sentence. A handful of works have187

acknowledged the importance of multi-sentence,188

precise, and flexible or variable-length context win-189

dows (e.g., Elkiss et al., 2008; Kaplan et al., 2009;190

Athar and Teufel, 2012; Abu-Jbara et al., 2013;191

Kaplan et al., 2016, inter alia); yet, the resources192

associated with these works have either primarily193

focused on sentiment, rather than the more complex194

notion of citation function, or have opted for an ar-195

bitrary fixed-sized window as the correct context.196

In contrast, our work provides precisely-defined197

contexts for each citation function present. The198

exception is Abu-Jbara et al. (2013), who also an-199

notate variable-length contexts, but unlike us, first200

extract a fixed window of 4 sentences and do not201

consider how citations with multiple functions can202

each have their respective (different) contexts.203

Few capture multiple interpretations. Prior com-204

putational work has largely assumed a citation has205

1For detailed reviews of CCA, we refer to Iqbal et al.
(2020) and Hernández-Alvarez and Gomez (2016).

only a single rhetorical function, or when multiple 206

intents are present, that there is only one primary 207

function that warrants annotation. Indeed, in some 208

of the preceding works, ambiguous citations were 209

reportedly removed (e.g., Cohan et al., 2019), lead- 210

ing to an artificial simplification of the task. Of 211

computational work, only Athar and Teufel (2012) 212

has attempted to model multiple interpretations. In 213

their work, up to four sentences surrounding a cita- 214

tion are each assigned one sentiment-related label. 215

In contrast, our new resource recognizes the exis- 216

tence of citations with multiple concurrent labels 217

(possibly with varying contexts for a single cita- 218

tion) and each label is annotated with the specific 219

context associated with that interpretation. 220

Lack intentional sampling for dense citations. 221

Prior works have employed different strategies for 222

selecting which citations they annotate. Works fo- 223

cused on citation sentiment have tended to label all 224

citations within a paper or all mentions of a partic- 225

ular paper. However, works focusing on more com- 226

plex interpretations like rhetorical function have 227

included more selective sampling, e.g., targeting or 228

up-sampling certain sections. For instance, while 229

Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) model more complex cita- 230

tion contexts, they focus only on citations to a small 231

specific set of highly-cited references found within 232

a much larger set of papers. This sampling strat- 233

egy can result in many references occurring only 234

once within the citing paper, which yields datasets 235

not much different from ones from works that do 236

not consider multiple mentions at all (Cohan et al., 237

2019). Such datasets would not support CCA meth- 238

ods that attempt to learn holistic interpretations of 239

how papers relate via access to many within-paper 240
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mentions. Our work is the first to consider a dedi-241

cated sampling strategy that identifies papers likely242

to be densely populated with myriad mentions of a243

particular reference (§4).244

4 MULTICITE: A New Resource for CCA245

We describe the curation process and present246

dataset statistics for MULTICITE, the first resource247

for CCA that captures all three phenomena of inter-248

est and is large enough to support development of249

modern neural approaches—It is the largest collec-250

tion of expert-annotated citation contexts to-date.251

4.1 Curation process252

Sampling. We procure an initial corpus of 50K full-253

text papers from the ACL Anthology and arXiv254

(with cs.CL category) using S2ORC (Lo et al.,255

2020), a large collection of papers released to sup-256

port computing research.2 To find papers that likely257

exhibit our phenomena of interest, we employ the258

following strategy: For each paper’s references,259

we compute the number of distinct paragraphs in260

which the reference’s citation marker(s) appear,261

normalized by the total number of paragraphs. Re-262

trieving the top k paper-reference pairs yields pa-263

pers in which the target reference is cited many264

times (hopefully in many different ways).265

Labeling scheme. We extend the labeling scheme266

of Jurgens et al. (2018) for classified citations by267

their rhetorical function, mirroring the approach268

of Teufel (2014) to differentiate between citations269

that identify Similarities versus those identifying270

Differences. The full scheme with examples is271

shown in Supplemental Table 5.272

Annotation protocol. Annotators were given a273

citing paper’s full text and a target reference whose274

citations to consider. They were instructed to (1)275

read the text surrounding each mention of the target276

reference (highlighted automatically), (2) consider277

all rhetorical function labels associated with the278

mention, (3) and for each candidate label, to indi-279

cate every sentence3 belonging to the context for280

that label. To reduce ambiguity around what does281

(or doesn’t) belong in a citation context, we trained282

annotators to resolve non-citation coreferences to283

the cited paper as the dominant (but not only) way284

to observe a multi-sentence context. Furthermore,285

for difficult cases, we instructed them to temporar-286

ily remove context sentences to see whether the287

2Like S2ORC, our data is licensed as CC-BY-NC 2.0.
3Identified using ScispaCy (Neumann et al., 2019).

label could still be inferred. Furthermore, annota- 288

tors were encouraged to skip and leave comments 289

for difficult cases which were routed to two experi- 290

enced annotators for adjudication. 291

Recruiting and training. We hired nine NLP 292

graduate students via Upwork. Each student went 293

through an hour of one-on-one training and another 294

hour of independent annotations, which were man- 295

ually reviewed and used for another hour of one- 296

on-one training focused on feedback and correcting 297

common mistakes. Annotators were then allowed 298

to work independently on batches of 20 papers at 299

a time with manual annotation review after each 300

batch for quality control. Annotators were paid be- 301

tween $25-35 USD per hour4 and understood that 302

their annotations would be publicly-released as a 303

resource for research. 304

Inter-annotator agreement (IAA). Producing a 305

single measure of IAA is difficult for data collected 306

in this manner: Annotators might agree on labels 307

but disagree on the choice of context, vice versa, 308

or disagree on both fronts. While some prior work 309

has developed IAA measures that capture both 310

context selection and labeling, e.g., γ by Mathet 311

et al. (2015), such methods aren’t widely-adopted 312

in NLP and thus resulting IAA values can be dif- 313

ficult to interpret. We opted instead to recruit two 314

new annotators to perform two tasks: (a) identify 315

all function labels when shown a gold context, and 316

(b) identify context sentences when shown a ci- 317

tation mention and gold label pair. For (a), the 318

two achieved an average accuracy of 0.76 when 319

counting any gold label match as correct, and 0.70 320

when only counting cases when all predicted labels 321

match the gold annotations as correct (n = 54). 322

For (b), the two achieved an average sentence-level 323

F1 score of 0.64, 0.63 and 0.65, respectively for 324

gold contexts of length 1, 2 or 3+ sentences, and 325

an overall Cohen’s Kappa of 0.65 (n = 120). 326

4.2 Corpus statistics 327

MULTICITE consists of 1,193 papers (avg 139.7 328

sents) with 12,653 annotated citation contexts. We 329

highlight three key aspects. (1) We find that over 330

one in six contexts (17.1%) extends beyond a sin- 331

gle sentence. MULTICITE provides 2,167 multi- 332

sentence contexts, with 161 reaching 5+ sentences. 333

See Supplemental Figure 3a for further breakdown. 334

(2) Nearly one in five citations (19.3%) also have 335

4Median wage for similar work on the platform, and well
above minimum wage in ANONYMIZED.
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(b) Pointwise mutual information (PMI) between labels.

Figure 1: Results of corpus-level analysis in §4 revealing interactions between phenomena present in MULTICITE.
We use the following abbreviations for the functions: Background (bg), Motivation (mot), Uses (use), Similarities
(sim), Extends (ext), Differences (diff), Future Work (fw).

multiple interpretations. Of the 2,084 multi-labeled336

citations, most have two labels but a handful have337

up to four. Our label distribution is skewed with the338

Background and Uses appearing most frequently339

and Future Work the least; this is in-line with340

prior work (e.g., Pride and Knoth, 2020). See341

Supplemental Figure 3b for a full label distribu-342

tion. (3) Regarding mention occurrence, we find343

our sampling strategy successfully finds interesting344

paper-reference pairs as the average of citation oc-345

currences in a paper is 9.1. In addition, our intuition346

about mentions exhibiting different interpretations347

is supported by an average of 3.8 unique functions348

across all mentions of a given reference.349

Looking at interactions between phenomena, we350

observe two interesting findings. First, we observe351

in Figure 1a that while every label is capable of352

being expressed with only a few sentences, there353

are surprisingly few single-sentence Motivation354

contexts. Second, pointwise mutual information355

(PMI) between the labels (Figure 1b) shows high356

co-occurrence in Extends and Differences.357

4.3 Limitations358

While our new resource is the largest citation359

dataset, our design choices introduce some limi-360

tations. Due to task complexity, annotators labeled361

only direct citations but not indirect mentions (e.g.362

entity names used without citation). Our choice363

in open data, including the full texts, potentially364

allows future work to add these to our corpus. Fur-365

ther, our citation annotation scheme features seven366

classes, which itself is a simplification of the com-367

plex ways in which citations are used. While oth- 368

ers have proposed 12-class (Teufel, 2014) or even 369

35-class (Garzone and Mercer, 2000) annotation 370

schemes to capture long-tail citation uses, we ulti- 371

mately opted for a simpler scheme that facilitates 372

scalable annotation and easier model development. 373

5 Citation Context Classification 374

The first task we consider makes use of both the 375

multi-sentence and multi-label phenomena in §2: 376

multi-label classification. One can view this as the 377

multi-label extension to the traditional multi-class 378

classification task common in prior work, but we 379

show experimentally that models using variable- 380

length gold contexts yield superior results. This mo- 381

tivates (1) a shift in computational research away 382

from assuming fixed-window (often 1-sentence) in- 383

puts, and (2) additional investment in understudied 384

tasks like citation context identification (§6). 385

5.1 Modeling approach 386

Using Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) models, 387

which have demonstrated success on many text clas- 388

sification tasks and datasets, we train both multi- 389

class and multi-label predictors. For multi-class 390

predictors (which output a single label), we follow 391

common practices in adding a linear classification 392

layer over the [CLS] token at the beginning of 393

each input context and applying a softmax for pre- 394

diction. For multi-label classification, we deviate 395

by replacing the softmax with a sigmoid operation 396

per label to produce multi-label outputs; we set our 397

sigmoid prediction threshold to 0.5. 398
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5.2 Experimental Setup399

We conduct a series of experiments aligned with400

previous works (e.g., Jha et al., 2016), in which401

we feed varying amounts of context sentences to a402

text classification model. These experiments aim403

to understand the importance of variable-length404

inputs and to establish computational baselines to405

support future research on MULTICITE.406

Data processing. We perform a train-validation-407

test split of MULTICITE at a paper-level; to avoid408

leakage, all examples from the same paper are as-409

signed to the same split resulting in 5,491 training,410

2,447 validation, and 3,313 test instances. Because411

citation contexts can contain mentions of multiple412

papers, we remove task ambiguity by tagging the413

target paper’s mention with [CITE] tokens.414

Training and optimization. We use pretrained415

SciBERT-base and RoBERTa-large weights from416

Huggingface Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We417

optimize the models using the average over bi-418

nary cross-entropy losses for each label using419

Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a batch size420

of 32. We use grid search based on validation set421

performance to set the learning rate (1e-5 or 2e-5)422

and number of epochs (between 1 and 9).423

Evaluation. We compute two types of accuracies:424

a strict version, in which a prediction is correct iff425

all predicted labels match exactly the gold anno-426

tation; and a weak version, in which a prediction427

is correct if at least one of the predicted labels428

matches the gold classes. The weak measure re-429

flects an upper bound on performance (i.e., whether430

the model can detect any of the correct intents) and431

allows us to compare our multi-label models with432

models that only return single-labels. We perform433

this evaluation both across all MULTICITE test ex-434

amples as well as broken down by specific gold435

context sizes (up to 4 sentences).436

5.3 Results437

We present single run results on the test set in Ta-438

ble 2,5 and observe two important findings:439

Variable-length contexts improve performance.440

Despite high occurrence of 1-sentence contexts441

in our corpus, a model trained on variable-length442

gold contexts still outperforms that trained only on443

single-sentence inputs (see rows “1” versus “gold”).444

Surprisingly, the variable-length model even out-445

5For brevity, we leave RoBERTa-large scores in the supple-
mental Table 7 as we observe the same patterns as SciBERT
and arrive at the same conclusions.

performs the single-sentence model even on single- 446

sentence test examples (see column “size = 1”). 447

Fixed-width windows don’t cut it. One cannot 448

simply train on fixed-width windows and hope to 449

achieve the same performance boost as we see 450

with variable-length contexts. In fact, the variable- 451

length model outperforms fixed-width models even 452

on test examples where the gold context and fixed- 453

width window exactly match (see rows “3” versus 454

“gold”, column “size = 3”). 455

6 Identifying Citation Contexts 456

Motivated by the need for variable-length gold con- 457

texts, the second task we consider is citation con- 458

text identification (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013), which 459

has seen little research since the advent of neu- 460

ral models. We demonstrate experimentally how 461

MULTICITE can be used to train modern neural 462

models for this understudied task, thereby setting 463

first Transformer baselines to support future study. 464

6.1 Experimental setup 465

Task formulation. We adopt the task formulation 466

from Abu-Jbara et al. (2013): given a window of 467

sentences around a target paper citation mention, 468

predict the sentences belonging to that citation’s 469

context—a set of sentences that are sufficient for 470

identifying that citation’s label(s), e.g., intent. 471

Modeling approach. We consider models for 472

sentence-level sequence tagging (Dernoncourt and 473

Lee, 2017; Cohan et al., 2018), which have been 474

used successfully to group sentences in scholarly 475

abstracts by their discourse roles. We establish a 476

first computational baseline on this task by adapting 477

the approach from Cohan et al. (2018)—a SciBERT 478

(Beltagy et al., 2019) model trained to receive as 479

input a window of sentences separated by separator 480

tokens [SEP], and apply a linear classification to 481

these tokens to output sentence-level predictions. 482

Data processing. To study how model perfor- 483

mance may depend on window sizes, we gener- 484

ate examples from every gold citation context in 485

MULTICITE with windows of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 486

sentences.6 For each window size, we follow four 487

desiderata: (1) As in §5, we reduce task ambiguity 488

by tagging the target paper’s citation mention with 489

[CITE] tokens. (2) Windows must contain non- 490

zero context and non-context sentences. (3) Win- 491

dows must contain gold contexts entirely without 492

6Due to the 512 SciBERT token limit, some examples may
have fewer than the stated number of sentences. We ensure
examples contain whole sentence inputs without truncation.
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size = 1 size = 2 size = 3 size = 4 all

train on: weak strict weak strict weak strict weak strict weak strict

1 0.78 0.69 0.45 0.28 0.47 0.24 0.51 0.18 0.74 0.62
3 0.74 0.64 0.59 0.39 0.54 0.29 0.62 0.23 0.72 0.60
5 0.71 0.61 0.50 0.33 0.46 0.27 0.54 0.18 0.68 0.57
7 0.62 0.54 0.43 0.28 0.48 0.27 0.51 0.15 0.60 0.50
9 0.56 0.50 0.37 0.25 0.37 0.21 0.56 0.18 0.53 0.46

gold 0.80 0.70 0.68 0.46 0.66 0.39 0.64 0.26 0.78 0.66

Table 2: Weak and strict accuracy scores of multi-label classifiers on MULTICITE. Column “train on:” reflects the
size of contexts seen at training time; rows “1”, “3”, “5”, “7” and “9” are fixed-width window sizes that contain
gold citation context, while row “gold” means training with variable-length gold contexts. Columns “size = ?”
correspond to the size of gold contexts supplied at test time. Best performances per column are bolded.

truncation. This results in fewer total examples for493

small window sizes. For instance, for windows of494

2 and 6 sentences, we create 10,453 and 12,506 ex-495

amples, respectively, a 20% increase in data from496

multi-sentence contexts. (4) To prevent exploit-497

ing positional information, gold contexts cannot498

always be centered in the window. We construct499

windows by, randomly appending non-context sen-500

tences around golds until the desired window size.501

We perform 5-fold cross validation with a 70-10-502

20 train-validation-test data split. To avoid leakage,503

all examples from the same paper are assigned to504

the same split in a given fold.505

Training and optimization. We use pretrained506

weights for SciBERT-base available on Hugging-507

face Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020), which we508

fine-tune with a binary (context or not) cross-509

entropy loss over the sentence-level predictions.510

We use the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) opti-511

mizer with a linear learning rate scheduler (with512

max learning rate of 3e-5 after 100 warmup steps,513

batch size of 36, and up to a maximum of 5 epochs).514

We manually chose these hyperparameters using515

validation performance across all folds.516

Evaluation. We evaluate these models using two517

sentence-level F1 metrics. The micro-averaged518

F1 evaluates the performance across all sentences519

across the entire corpus as to whether they were520

correctly (or incorrectly) classified as belonging521

to the context of the target citation mention. The522

macro-averaged F1 averages F1-scores across sen-523

tences first computed within each paper.524

We take special care to ensure fair compari-525

son across models trained on different window526

sizes. For instance, the Window=2 processing527

only contains single-sentence contexts and model528

performance on only considering these examples529

reaches high 90 F1 scores. Instead, our evaluation530

is processing-agnostic—small window models are 531

penalized for defaulting to “not context” predic- 532

tions for sentences beyond their window. 533

6.2 Results 534

As we increase window size, performance on both 535

metrics increases as shown in Table 3, but only to 536

a point. Large context windows create difficulty in 537

the model’s training due to the increased number of 538

non-context sentences. While the performance is 539

high enough that our model can likely serve as an 540

effective preprocessing step for other CCA models 541

needing variable-sized windows, our results point 542

to the challenge and potential for new models to 543

improve upon in identifying contextual boundaries 544

of citation discourse. 545

Window Micro-F1 Macro-F1
2 75.17 80.17
4 81.16 85.61
6 79.91 84.35
8 76.64 81.56

10 72.14 77.42

Table 3: Test results for citation context identification
across models trained with various input window size
configurations. Best performing model row is bolded.

7 Evidence-based Assessment of 546

Citing-Cited Paper Relationships 547

Dense citations to a single reference reveal a mul- 548

tifaceted relationship between the citing and cited 549

papers. The dense annotations in MULTICITE al- 550

low development of CCA methods that model these 551

document-level relationships, e.g., assessing holis- 552

tically how the cited work has influenced the design 553

or outcome of the citing work. Consider an appli- 554

cation scenario where a user wants to know why a 555

given paper cites another. A hypothetical system 556

might provide a paper-level assessment of their 557
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relationship and citation contexts as supporting evi-558

dence from the citing paper’s full text.559

Motivated by this aspirational application, we560

propose a CCA task requiring document-level un-561

derstanding of dense citations: Answering ques-562

tions about citing-cited paper relationships by563

operating across multiple mentions within paper564

full-text. This task demonstrates the novel research565

potential of MULTICITE at supporting higher-level566

CCA, and by casting CCA as a form of question an-567

swering (QA), highlights compatibility with mod-568

ern attempts on scientific QA (Dasigi et al., 2021).569

7.1 Experimental Setup570

While building such a system is beyond the scope571

of our work, we demonstrate through experiments572

how MULTICITE can support development of QA573

models behind such applications.574

Task formulation. We adapt the scientific QA task575

form in Dasigi et al. (2021) to our CCA setting576

by mapping each citation function to a question-577

answer template. For instance, Background be-578

comes a question “Does the paper cite [TARGET]579

for background information?” and answer “Yes”,580

and the Background citation context then becomes581

evidence for that answer.582

Modeling approach. We consider the583

Qasper (Dasigi et al., 2021) document-grounded584

QA model pretrained to answer questions about585

NLP papers with supporting evidence. Qasper586

is based on the Longformer-Encoder-Decoder587

(LED) (Beltagy et al., 2020) architecture, which588

enables it to encode an entire paper’s full text as589

a single input string. Like the model in §6, input590

sentences are separated by tokens </s>, which591

are used to predict binary labels of Evidence (or592

not) via a linear classification layer. Unlike the593

model in §6, LED also generates strings, which we594

train to produce answer strings “Yes” or “No”.595

Data processing. We use the same train-validation-596

test split from §5. For each citing-cited paper597

pair, we create seven questions (one for each of598

our seven rhetorical functions). To create positive599

examples, for all functions with at least one gold600

citation context, we create a “Yes”-answer and pro-601

vide the first7 gold context as evidence. To create602

negative examples, we create a “No”-answer with-603

out evidence. This results in 4,074 training, 1,764604

validation, and 2,499 test question-answer pairs.605

7This follows from (Dasigi et al., 2021)’s approach to
breaking ties between multiple valid evidences.

Answer F1 Evidence F1
Majority SL 0.61 0.48

Majority ML 0.72 0.48
Qasper 0.75 0.48

Table 4: Test results of the Qasper model finetuned on
document-level QA examples from MULTICITE.

Training and optimization. We use code and pre- 606

trained weights from Dasigi et al. (2021), which 607

we finetune on our derived QA pairs using a joint 608

answer-evidence loss (and within-batch loss scal- 609

ing for class imbalance) from the original work. 610

We train using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) for 611

up to 5 epochs. We use the validation set for early 612

stopping and grid search over batch sizes 2, 4, 8 or 613

16 and max learning rate of 3e-5 or 5e-5. 614

Evaluation. Following Dasigi et al. (2021), we 615

evaluate the model using the Answer-F1 and 616

Evidence-F1 metrics defined in that work, where 617

Answer-F1 captures correctness of the generated 618

answer span and Evidence-F1 captures perfor- 619

mance in extracting gold citation context sentences. 620

Baselines. We compare our model to two heuristic 621

baselines. In MAJORITY SINGLE LABEL (SL), 622

we always predict “Yes” for the majority class— 623

Background. In MAJORITY MULTIPLE LABELS 624

(ML), we predict for each of the seven question 625

templates the majority answer (“Yes” or “No”). 626

7.2 Results 627

We present single run results on the test set in Ta- 628

ble 4. While the Qasper model outperforms the 629

heuristics at assessing citing-cited paper relation- 630

ships (Answer F1), the gains from supervision are 631

minor, and citation contexts retrieval (Evidence F1) 632

does not outperform simple heuristics. This high- 633

lights the difficulty in this document-level under- 634

standing task and the potential for future research 635

into powerful models capable of higher-level CCA. 636

8 Conclusion 637

Aiming to inspire novel research in CCA, we have 638

acknowledged the existence of three understudied 639

phenomena, and present MULTICITE, a novel re- 640

source that is both the largest corpus of citation 641

contexts to-date and captures all three phenom- 642

ena. We employ MULTICITE in three experiments 643

demonstrating the importance of these phenomena, 644

establishing strong baselines, and showcasing ways 645

of conducting novel CCA. We make all code and 646

data publicly available at placeholder. 647
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A Reliability of the Mention Annotation871

To compute the reliability of the automatic mention872

annotation, we let annotators manually identify all873

references to B including citation markers, scien-874

tific entity names, and other co-references such as875

“The authors ...” in a small sample of 262 publica-876

tion pairs. We then compute the agreement with877

the gamma tool (Mathet et al., 2015) and obtain a878

mean score of 0.60 gamma macro averaged over879

the publications. We therefore explicitly instruct880

our annotators to use the highlighting as a rough881

guidance but to manually check for other mentions882

and co-references.883

B Intent Labeling Scheme884

We describe each intent of our labeling scheme in885

Table 5.886

C Annotation Interface887

A screenshot of the annotation interface is shown888

in Figure 2.889

D Detailed Data Analysis890

We show the detailed context length distribution891

and intent distribution in Figures 3. While most892

citations contexts are only a single sentence, our893

analysis shows a substantial long tail of context894

lengths. The distribution of citation functions mir-895

rors results seen in similar annotation schemes such896

as Jurgens et al. (2018) and Pride and Knoth (2020).897

However, note that the Differences and Similarities898

classes occur with different frequencies, with au-899

thors more likely to highlight distinguishing fea-900

tures of their own work. This finding helps support901

our choice in explicitly splitting the CompareOr-902

Contrast category of Jurgens et al. (2018) in the903

labeling scheme we use for MULTICITE.904

E Detailed Model Descriptions905

SciBERT is only available in base configuration (12906

layers, 12 attention heads, 768 as hidden size, cased907

vocabulary with size 31, 116). For RoBERTa, we908

employ the large version (24 layers, 16 attention909

heads, hidden size 1024, cased vocabulary with910

size 50, 265). Links to code base and pretrained911

models are given in Table 6.912

F Full table for §5913
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Intent Description

Background The target paper provides relevant information for this domain.
Motivation The target paper provides motivation for the source paper. For instance, it illustrates the need for data, goals,

methods etc.
Uses The source paper uses an idea, method, tool, etc. of the target paper.
Extends The source paper extends an idea, method, tool, etc. of the target paper.
Similarities The source paper expresses similarities towards the target paper. Either similarities between the source and the

target paper or similarities between another publication and the target paper.
Differences The source paper expresses differences towards the target paper. Either differences between the source and the

target paper or differences between another publication and the target paper.
Future Work The target paper is a potential avenue for future research. Often corresponds to hedging or speculative language

about work not yet performed.

Table 5: Our citation intent labeling scheme based on Jurgens et al. (2018). We differ from their scheme by splitting
their ComparisonOrContrast into separate categories—Similarities or Differences—which are represented in other
annotation schemes

Figure 2: The interface of our dedicated annotation platform: on the left hand side, the annotator can browse through
their assigned papers; in the center, each sentence (choosable via checkboxes) of the citing paper is displayed with
citation mentions of the target reference paper highlighted in yellow; on the right hand side, available rhetorical
function labels (choosable via checkboxes).
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Figure 3: Corpus-level statistics from analysis in §4. We use the following function abbreviations: Background (bg),
Motivation (mot), Uses (use), Similarities (sim), Extends (ext), Differences (diff), Future Work (fw).
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Codebase Model URL

Transformers – https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
SciBERT https://huggingface.co/allenai/scibert_scivocab_

uncased
RoBERTa https://huggingface.co/roberta-large

Table 6: Links to codebases and pretrained models used in this work.

size = 1 size = 2 size = 3 size = 4 all
support = 2795 support = 335 support = 112 support = 39 support = 3313

train on: weak strict weak strict weak strict weak strict weak strict

SciBERT

1 0.78 0.69 0.45 0.28 0.47 0.24 0.51 0.18 0.74 0.62
3 0.74 0.64 0.59 0.39 0.54 0.29 0.62 0.23 0.72 0.60
5 0.71 0.61 0.50 0.33 0.46 0.27 0.54 0.18 0.68 0.57
7 0.62 0.54 0.43 0.28 0.48 0.27 0.51 0.15 0.60 0.50
9 0.56 0.50 0.37 0.25 0.37 0.21 0.56 0.18 0.53 0.46
gold 0.80 0.70 0.68 0.46 0.66 0.39 0.64 0.26 0.78 0.66

RoBERTa

1 0.80 0.69 0.46 0.29 0.46 0.25 0.56 0.18 0.75 0.63
3 0.78 0.66 0.59 0.41 0.50 0.27 0.62 0.18 0.75 0.61
5 0.75 0.63 0.54 0.39 0.54 0.32 0.59 0.21 0.72 0.59
7 0.73 0.62 0.53 0.37 0.44 0.24 0.56 0.21 0.70 0.58
9 0.71 0.59 0.54 0.36 0.46 0.26 0.54 0.15 0.68 0.55
gold 0.81 0.69 0.70 0.50 0.67 0.45 0.59 0.28 0.79 0.66

Table 7: Expanded results from Table 2 to include RoBERTa scores. The conclusions drawn in §5 are the same.
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